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Abstract (en)
A storage device includes a cam member (1) rotatably disposed on a housing (H) side, a pin member (P) disposed on a storage cabinet (B) side,
a lock part (4) and a guide outlet (5) formed so as to be mutually separated on one edge side defining a cam groove (2) of the cam member, and a
stopper guide wall (6) integrally formed on the other edge side opposite to the one edge so as to project between the lock part and the guide outlet.
The lock part fulfills the role of fastening the pin member positioned outside of the stopper guide wall so that the storage cabinet will be locked at
the shut position thereof inside the housing against the biasing force of a spring (12) by the joint action of the cam member and the pin member and
so that the storage cabinet will be enabled by farther depression of the storage cabinet into the housing to be automatically moved in the opening
direction thereof from the opening of the housing. The stoage device is allowed to manifest a safety function for coping with the impact exerted
on the rear side of an automobile carrying the storage device as well as on the front side thereof by a regulating wall (15) within the housing at a
position capable of limiting the amount of rotation of the cam member when the cam member happens to rotate in the direction of releasing the pin
member, by providing the cam member with an adjusting part (16) for causing the center of gravity of the cam member and the axis of rotation of the
cam member to coincide with each other, or by making the cam member thicker at the lock part other than the remaining part of the cam member.
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